How to break the trap and reconstruct old good regime ??!!! 2014/6/6
For the time being,at first, we must intercept war unnecessary,meaningless,but harmful
between China and Japan. Then why such absurd possibility would happen at now??.
This might be proposing to make big reforming the corrupted regimes who has been being
manipulated by the foreign nation. That is,our rulers has been unconscious betrayers.This is
the report on how to cause corrupting nation(both people’s mind and life resource
environment) and on how to reform by big co-operation. Now massive stupid people has been
neglecting possibility of coming climate hell world where only agriculture become decisive.
Those who follow heavenly will do politics by righteous, while who against heavley
will do politics by forcing..........Mozi<ancient Chinese Philosopher and Strategist>
順天意者,義政也．反天意者,力政也(墨子,巻之七).

Part1：The Facts Recognition.
China and Human Rights.
http://www.globalissues.org/article/144/china-and-human-rights
China Country Report on Human Rights Practices for 2005-US Department of State
http://www.ibiblio.org/chinesehistory/contents/03pol/c06s01.html

China issues report on U.S. human rights
http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/90883/8549927.html

Global Issues: Japan/Human Rights
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Global_Issues:_Japan/Human_Rights
It is outrageous stupid to lose decisive life resources of rich farm land and fishery sea
coast by outrageous failure due to greedy with innocent and irresponsibility.

Environmental problems in China
http://wwf.panda.org/who_we_are/wwf_offices/china/environmental_problems_china/

Environmental Concerns on the Rise in China
http://www.pewglobal.org/2013/09/19/environmental-concerns-on-the-rise-in-china/

Predictions for China’s environment in 2014
https://www.chinadialogue.net/blog/6609-Predictions-for-China-s-environment-in-2-14/en

Fukushima: A Nuclear War without a War: The Unspoken Crisis of
Worldwide Nuclear Radiation
http://www.globalresearch.ca/fukushima-a-nuclear-war-without-a-war-the-unspokencrisis-of-worldwide-nuclear-radiation/28870

Some stupid betrayals both in China and Japan has bee being manipulated to cause own
destruction. Both are commonly connecting with CIA-military industry complex. A ruler
often take insidious strategy setting up outer enemy to turn peoples hostility against ownself
Especially it is risky now time when they face domestic difficulties in economy and politics

Old Sore Spots Flare Up in China-Japan Disputes
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/24/world/asia/japanese-and-chinese-boats-converge
-on-contested-islands.html?_r=0
Chances of war between China and Japan increasing, says ex-PLA officer Luo Yuan
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1463201/retired-pla-chief-says-china-capa
ble-defending-itself-against-japan-war?page=all
米軍指揮官の目的は、中国軍と自衛隊を、戦争に追い込むことである
Task of USA commander is to drive Japan and PLA toward war.
http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/article/222050659.html
日本の自衛隊には、国防能力が、無い
Japans army has no ability of national defending
http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/article/216862978.html
中国人と、日本人は、米国軍事産業に踊らされている
Chinese and Japanese are being manipulated by US military industry.
http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/article/201477041.html
日本と中国の戦争を画策する者達
Those who conspire war between China and Japan.
http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/article/153401702.html
In order to orient people’s attention not toward domestic politics,but toward
commercial activities is recommended.Then people become crazy only on economy
and could not notice genuine enemy.............XXX protocol
World hegemony winning China since 600 years<Japanese>.
http://tanakanews.com/f0129china.htm
▼China became big nation by invitation of USA
By seeing Deng Xiaoping reforming and liberating policy,the economic growth of China is
not spontaneous internal will of movement,but invitation of USA.That is “we(USA) will invest
China, so would you want growing to a big nation ?”.
▼Japan after the war had been brought up industrialized nation,

but agricultural one by USA<author’s interpretation>.

They were given both technology and big market of USA after the political big dispute of
Japan USA security treaty in 1960.At that time,most of Japanese were against with the
treaty, of which aim is ever lasting military occupation on Japan.However era of Ikeda
administration had started to promote doubling income policy,which turned Japanese’s
concern on politics to economy.As the consequence,they accomplished No2 GDP nation in
the word.However ,while people had become dividened and selfish to lose political
solidarity.While massive agricultural land had been devastated to be shrink-ed by
industrialization.Massive rich fishery seacoast had been lost due to massive reclamation
for industrialization.It is outrageous historical failure,which now has become very visible.
Now Japan industrialization had become steadily declined due to lose its monopolic status
in producing beneficial industrial goods in the global trend of enlarging Industrialization
nations.Note such trend would be cutting with each other in some day.

Part2：Abandoned nations by God are destined to own extinction ??!!!
http://sys.diamond.jp/r/c.do?XYg_36zz_rd_vow
Note leaders of China,Korea,and Japan are all hereditary..A hereditary leader is one who did
not experience the most decisive and important process of get higher status by own efforts
and by ability examined by their colleague in an organization.A leader must know way and
emotion of people’s livelihood.

Without which, a leader tend to be a troublesome tyranny

secretly manipulated by something higher powers(great father !!!).For the time,being
they has been keeping good appearance only,but not do substantial tasks.This is the most
dangerous symptom which might cause nation destruction. To tell from very beginning,
modern far east Asia(China,Korea,Japan)were commonly brought up by so called modern
WEST civilization,which had caused unconscious inferior complex against WEST.Or It
had caused unconscious self-disgust. Sometimes those turn to hate own neighbour-er
with each others.But they tend to follow those who have something superior.Now imitation
technology without careful examining on reactional hazardous effect has been ruling in far
East nations.We might get temporal and delusional prosperity for the time being,however
those would turn to reveal reactional hazardous effect someday.Note author don’t
recommend being against WEST civilization,but warn an aspect of reactional hazardous
effect. We should not be greedy,but should live within our reach. A way of traditional life
(agriculture)based on own property is not so bad,but those would become evident to be
righteous before long. Now the climate change has been accelerating as time goes on,
which is drastically to turn worth concept in life. Or we never fail to encounter famine hell
world before long.

Part3：The mystery of Ancient China Science and possibility of the recovering at now.
Perhaps more than 10 years before,author happened to watch TV where a Chinese is
manipulating remote flying dish by so called hand power.About radius 10m ?, a dish was
circulating easily with invisible string(?) of his center.Many people are watching it !!!.It is
astonishment never be seen before and after. After that time,he happened to find magazine
“mu(1985/8)” of which special issue was “The marvelous ancient China’s super science
civilization.It’s almost SF where air plane,missile and robot weapon are described.
(Actually,so called 漢方薬,鍼灸治療,四柱推命,囲碁,etc are popular and pragmatical at now).
Is it really ??.Then why disappeared ?????.The magazine repeatedly stated that “China
history is entirely singular,because ordinal civilization is advancing as time goes on,while
that of China seems upside down”.That is,as time go back ,the history becomes more
marvelous !!. Is it really ???.
It is right !!!.Also author noticed Mohism(430BCE) which is a kind of advanced religion.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohism
They frequently said ” follow to heaven’s intention. ”In order to establish decent society,
⑴mutual care without any discrimination(philanthropy)
⑵no invasion,but defending war skill.
It is marvelous that ⑴⑵are entirely same as Islamism(Christianism) revelated by
Muhammad(Christ).
http://www.777true.net/the-upside-down-WEST-propaganda-world.pdf
Also author guess that other marvelous ancient civilization(Egypt,Mesopotamia,Indus,
Yellow river) might be commonly due to something heavenly. It may be a kind of paranormal
communication with the other world.It may be a kind of revelation by God. Recent authors
finding is that the other world(physical vacuum space)is almighty one.This is entirely a
logical conclusion with a physical concept on quantum vacuum(in which Q and not Q are
simultaneously realizable the contradiction world=almighty!!),against which none can denay.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Some reference books told Mohist group are outstanding one not only in advanced
philosophy,but also skill in military technology and tactics.The first unifying nation Qin
in China(221BC) was told that their military support enabled the establishment.However
after the establishment, they were told to be exterminated by the emperor(burning of
books and burying of scholars).

After that time they suddenly disappeared from China history.On the other hand,the emperor
after the dynasty establishing is told that he became eager in finding almighty knowledge on
this universe.Perhaps Mohist were persons with ability to communicate the other
world(prophecy or messenger from heaven’s intention).
Any dynasty in west or east seems to hate those who teach equality of people revelated by
heavenly intention and to suppress without exception. It is to twist desirable history.
＊Original teach of “Christianism” was democrat revolution,however the failure
turned it ethics teach .......Goethe.
This is a kernel of mankind history.That is,politics without people’s equality is against
heavenly intention(ruling by Satan-nization predicted by Christianism,Buddhism,Islamism)
＊Secular world is upside down delusional one........Panya Sutra.
Note being against righteousness(＝Heavenly intention) is upside down(a contradiction),
which could not be nothing,but something disorder ,unhappy,disastrous.
Authors conclusion is that any tyranny in west or east had suppressed democrat revolution
and paranormal ability. Both are revelated by heavenly intention. Or tyranny might try to
monopolize paranormal ability(genuine religion)to defend own regime ??!!.
Hereupon author mention what he noticed in some topics relating Japan an China history
A Japanese samurai tycoon “Kenshin Uesugi” was also strong God believer with
outstanding and marvelous tactics of almost 90% winning rate(maybe No1 in Japan history)
in battles.His belief is also no aggression war by stong belief on Bishamonten.
Samurai tycoon Ieyasu Tokugawa is the first one who accomplished unifying stable nation
without domestic war about for 200 years long.Note also he was once hostage at that time
of young ages,and baned Christianism transferred by the Jesuit Org(Society of Jesus)at
that time.Those are quite similar with the Qin emperor.
In history,none should say if history was something different from actuality.
However if Mohism was major in China history,not only China,but also Asia would be far
different as it is now.If we fail to follow heaven intention,we would encounter unhappy.
What have revealed to us after transient economy prosperity ?.People had become
dividened and selfish. Some are rich and haughty and some are more poor.
Land,sea, and atmosphere with the climate had terribly devastated,now which are to
destine our coming future of hell world or not.

Now rulers conspire mutual destructional war.This is nothing,but without mutual care and no
invasion against Mohism teaches.
Thereby the Great Mohism Philosophy must be recovered at now !!!. Once again note
⑴⑵are the same teach also in Christianism and Islamism.Similar teach in Japan is “Those
who wish own stability must care whole one<Nichiren>.Thereby ,we could recognize
realizability of global solidarity by the simple ,but strong teach by heavenly
intention !!!.
＊The most of concern of everyone may be how to persuade many !!!.
As for which,author noticed that it is important how few he could mention own opinion,
but how many he could cite or derive thesises
by observed facts reported by others reliable
by logic,proof by mathematical,
and
by order ,command,or phrases in holy scriptures revelated by heavenly intention
＊On music in Mohism and swine in Islamism.
Those are certainly baned items in the scriptures at that time. As for those, there might be
rational reasons at that time.Music instrument of nobility were too luxury than general
necessary goods in peoples dairy life. Note gluttonous by no art skill(無芸大食) is more
bad than cost of music instrument at now. In the era without refrigerator,eating swine was
insanitary and dangerous. At now swine is cheaper than beef for poor people. Author
consider that God who order us to establish decent society may be generous and
mercyful enough to allow those.

